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Heavy timber construction is gaining momentum within the architectural community because of its aesthetic and perceived sustainable qualities. 
But where exactly does the wood come from and how sustainable are these forestry practices? 

Through research, we seek to analyze the forestry practices, social impacts, and biological aspects of temperate wood species in the Pacific 
Northwest used for structural lumber to then create a red/green list that displays and compares the sustainability of the forestry practices. The 
intent is to create a widely available and transparent document that architects and engineers can reference when making decisions on projects.
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● Define what constitutes Red/Green list

● Create a clear and concise document

● Promote local sustainable lumber use

● Bring awareness of forestry practices to consumers 

Based on our research and analysis the FSC certification system received the most points. With the most comprehensive and site specific rules, it is undeniable that their practices meet the 
highest sustainability standards for forestry. It would be ideal for all lumber to be FSC certified. The Yakama Nation scored the second highest amount of points and although they state they 
follow SFI guidelines, they go above and beyond those standards in many of the categories. Furthermore, it has become evident that this is a vastly broad field that would need to be narrowed 
down even further for future study. Some harvested lumber does not abide by any forestry certification, yet due to other circumstances such as disease or being an invasive species, they would 
constitute as being sustainably harvested. More extensive research would need to be done to uncover any new information. From talking to professionals in the field, the consistent message 
was that of awareness. While we did not make any discoveries about local structural lumber, there are definitely avenues to utilize local and underutilized lumber types. The supply-chain must be 
able to support its longevity on the market, which again comes down to awareness. We are also aware that our Red/Green list does not fully connect the dots between harvest, milling, and 
manufacturing. Further research is needed to connect these dots to produce a complete document that architects and engineers can reference when making decisions on projects, and our 
Wood Red/Green List research is a good starting point for the continued research. 

Red/Green List Criteria

Forestry Social Biological

Reforestation time Living wage Endangered species

Restocking Safety certification GMO

Riparian buffers Recreational land use Pesticides/ herbicides

Retention Harvesting of old growth forest

Clear cut size Water resources

1) Define political boundaries:

● States
○ British Columbia
○ Washington
○ Oregon
○ California

● Certifications
○ Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
○ Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI)

● Companies
○ Weyerhaeuser

● Indigenous Communities
○ Yakama Nation

Data was compiled into one file (Figure 1) and then every criteria was compared across the political 
boundaries and rated on a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best practice. The average of all criteria was 
then used to determine the overall red/green score (Figure 2). Although some practices were better than 
others, none of practices crossed the redline threshold for the total of any criteria (Figure 3).

2) Establish criteria:
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Phase:
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Timeline:
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–Define project goals
–Brainstorm criteria

–Research tree species

–Research political boundaries

–Data dive

–Ask the experts

–Assemble all data into a 
single file

–Define redlines

–Hand off project for continued 
research

(Figure 1) Complete Wood Red/Green List table.
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Right- (Figure 2) Total Red/Green 
scores of each political boundary.

Left- (Figure 3) Wood Red/Green 
List scored. 

We started our project by defining political boundaries in pacific Northwest 
states which include Oregon, Washington, California and British Columbia; two 
certifications, SFI and FSC; the company, Weyerhaeuser; and the indigenous 
community, Yakama Nation. 
FSC certification is considered the highest standard for sustainably harvested 
forests. The SFI certification also promotes sustainable forest management, 
but is not nearly as robust as FSC. Then we established criteria for each 
boundary. These criteria include forestry practices, biological and social impact. 


